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ACROSS
2 What was Charles Ingalls middle name?
3 Caroline "Ma" made a _____ pie from "Little Town on the Prairie"?
4 What year did Charles Ingalls build the Ingalls Home on 3rd Street?
5 What state was Carrie Ingalls born in?
7 What town did Charles and Caroline marry in?
9 What magazine did Laura write for?
11 What was Laura's baby brother's name?
13 What town did the Ingalls family help run a hotel?

DOWN
1 What was the real name of Charles' "big, green book"?
3 What nickname did Almanzo give Laura?
4 What year did the Ingalls arrive in Dakota Territory?
6 What nickname did "Pa" give Laura?
8 What state are Almanzo Wilder's parents buried in?
10 What state was Charles Ingalls born in?
12 What was Caroline Ingalls maiden name?
1. Which town did Charles and Caroline Ingalls spend the rest of their lives in?
2. How many years did the Ingalls family have to live and improve their claim before it was officially theirs?
3. What kind of trees did the Ingalls family plant on their homestead?
4. What did the Ingalls family use to burn during the long, hard winter?
5. How old was Laura when she became a teacher?
6. Who did Laura Ingalls marry?
7. What was Laura’s daughter’s name?
8. What tool did the Ingalls family use to help them make bread during the long, hard winter?
9. What was Almanzo’s older sister’s name?
10. What month did the blizzards start during the long, hard winter of 1800-81?
11. Which of Laura’s classmates helped Almanzo go find wheat?
12. Who was the mailman during in Laura Ingalls Wilder’s book, “The Long Winter”? 
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1. Which relative comes to visit the Ingalls family unexpectedly while they were living at Plum Creek?
2. What house do the Ingalls family live in during the winter on Silver Lake?
3. Who tells Mary about the Iowa College for the Blind?
4. Who became lost while the family was planting trees on their new homestead?
5. Which town did the Ingalls family live in before moving to Dakota Territory?
6. Who surprised the Ingalls family at Christmas while living along Silver Lake?
7. Who helped Charles Ingalls place his claim in Volga, Dakota Territory?
8. How much did Caroline "Ma" charge to homesteaders that ate and spent the night in the Surveyors' House?
9. What was the name of the journal Laura and her sister's read?
10. How old was Mary when she became blind?